The image-forming mirror in the eye of the scallop
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Scallops possess a visual system comprising up to 200 eyes, each containing a concave mirror rather than a lens to focus light. The hierarchical organization of the multilayered mirror is controlled for image formation, from the component guanine crystals at the nanoscale to the complex three-dimensional morphology at the millimeter level. The layered structure of the mirror is tuned to reflect the wavelengths of light penetrating the scallop’s habitat and is tiled with a mosaic of square guanine crystals, which reduces optical aberrations. The mirror forms images on a double-layered retina used for separately imaging the peripheral and central fields of view. The tilted, off-axis mirror of the scallop eye bears a striking resemblance to the segmented mirrors of reflecting telescopes.

In some rare visual systems in nature, mirrors are used instead of lenses to produce images (1). A remarkable example of such an eye is found in the Pecten scallop, which possesses up to 200 minute eyes lining the mantle tissue (Fig. 1, A and B). For more than two centuries, this peculiar feature of scallops fascinated scientists (2), but it was not until the 1960s that the image-forming mechanism was discovered. In seminal work, Land (3) showed that an image is formed when light is reflected off a concave mirror at the back of the eye onto the retina residing above it (Fig. 1, C and D). Similar eyes have since been found in crustaceans (4) and deep sea fish (5, 6). In the Pecten scallop, each eye is <1 mm in diameter (Fig. 1B) and is composed of a cornea, a weakly refracting lens, and a concave mirror, in addition to a highly unusual double-layered retina (Fig. 1, C and D). The upper (distal) retina is composed of ciliated photoreceptor bodies and resembles a vertebrate photoreceptor, whereas the lower (proximal) retina is composed of microvilli and is similar to the photoreceptor cells of other invertebrates (7). Calculations show that a simple spherical mirror would have its focal point in the distal retina (3), suggesting that only the distal retina is involved in image formation.

Land determined that the scallop mirror is a multilayer reflector and suggested that crystalline guanine was the functional optical material (8). However, the fragile tissue could not be preserved during transmission electron microscopy (TEM) preparation procedures, in which dehydration resulted in the loss of the crystals and collapse of the cytoplasm. Mirrors in nature are often constructed from alternating layers of materials with different refractive indices so that light reflected from the different layers undergoes constructive interference for some wavelengths and destructive interference for others. Many natural photonic systems use guanine crystals and cytoplasm as the high- and low-refractive-index materials (9–11), respectively, producing an extraordinary array of optical phenomena, from the white color in certain spiders (12) to the silvery reflectance of fish scales (13–16) and the brilliant iridescent colors of planktonic crustaceans (17, 18) and tropical fish (19).

Perhaps the most complex optical function of guanine crystals in nature is in image formation. This function demands an extremely high degree of ultrastructural organization because light must not only be reflected but also focused. The hierarchical organization of the scallop mirror is finely tuned for image formation, from the component guanine crystals at the nanoscale to the overall shape of the mirror at the millimeter level (20). The scallop controls the crystal morphology and spacing to produce a tiled multilayer mirror with minimal optical diffraction aberrations, which reflects wavelengths of light that penetrate its habitat and are absorbed by its retinas. The mirror forms functional images on both retinas, which appear to be specialized for different functions.

Using cryogenic scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM), we imaged the ultrastructural properties of the mirror of the scallop Pecten maximus in close-to-physiological conditions, retaining the crystals and the cytoplasm spacings. The multilayered mirror is constructed from 20 to 30 layers of crystals separated by thin layers of cytoplasm (Fig. 2A). Each layer is composed of a tiling of closely packed crystal plates (Fig. 2B), which are organized so that each square, micron-wide crystal (Fig. 2, B to D) lies directly beneath a crystal in an adjacent layer, forming a vertical stack (Fig. 2C). The crystals are monodisperse, and the morphology is highly conserved, suggesting that crystal growth is strongly controlled.

The key to the functionality of the mirror lies in the regular square (100) plates of β-guanine, which constitute the mirror’s basic building blocks. This unusual square morphology differs markedly from the theoretically predicted prismatic growth form of guanine. In this morphology, the crystal face with the highest refractive index (n = 1.83) is preferentially expressed, as is also the case in many other highly reflective natural photonic systems (11). The crystals are arranged so that the high-refractive-index faces are oriented toward the direction of the incident light across the mirror (Fig. 51), creating a highly reflective surface. The square-plate morphology is also optimized for tiling. Each layer of the mirror is formed from an almost perfectly tessellated mosaic of two-dimensional (2D) squares—closely resembling the segmented mirrors used in reflecting telescopes (21). In Euclidean geometry, there are only three possible ways to completely tile a surface using regular congruent polygons: with equilateral triangles, with hexagons, or with squares (22). Crystal tiling minimizes surface defects at the crystal interfaces that would cause optical diffraction effects (which would result in a reduction in the image contrast) and optical loss owing to transmission of light through the mirror. Thus, at the lowest hierarchical level of organization, the scallop controls crystal growth to produce a crystal morphology that minimizes surface defects in the mirror and enables the formation of a highly reflective surface.

The guanine crystals have an average thickness of 74 ± 9 nm (N = 100) and an average cytoplasm spacing of 86 ± 18 nm (N = 96) (means ± SD), as measured from high-resolution cryo-SEM micrographs (Fig. 3A). With these data, the simulated reflectance spectrum obtained using a Monte Carlo transfer matrix calculation (20) reveals a peak in the blue/green at 500 nm approaching unity reflection, which closely matches the measured reflectivity spectrum that we recorded on whole P. maximus eyes (Fig. 3B). This peak is also coincident with the absorption maxima of the photoreceptors in the two retinas, which range between 475 and 540 nm (23, 24), and with the peak in the irradiance spectrum of light that penetrates the scallop’s habitat (Fig. 3B). Thus, at this hierarchical level of organization, the layer structure of the mirror is highly controlled and is well suited to reflect nearly all the blue/green light that penetrates the scallop’s habitat at this wavelength range, which is effectively absorbed by the photoreceptors of both retinas.

X-ray micro–computed tomography (micro-CT) measurements were performed on both fresh (Fig. S2) and chemically fixed (Fig. 4, fig. S3, and movie S1) P. maximus eyes to determine the 3D morphology of the mirror and the organization of the eye components on a length scale of microns to millimeters. Three regions of high x-ray attenuation were identified in the eye, corresponding to the cornea, “iris” (an area of pigmented epithelial cells), and mirror, whereas the weakly absorbing lens body is located centrally (Fig. 4, A and B). Two striking features were observed in all the eyes. First, the mirror...
does not have a simple hemispherical shape. Rather, the curvature of the mirror varies across its surface and is lowest at its base, which is typically flattened (Fig. 4, A to C, and figs. S2 to S4). Second, the optical axes of the mirror and the lens are not aligned (Fig. 4B); the eye has an off-axis optical configuration (5, 6). Using the 3D eye geometry segmented directly from micro-CT volumes, we performed optical ray-tracing simulations (supplementary materials). Simulations (Fig. 4C and fig. S5) show that on-axis light reflected from the mirror is focused in the area occupied by the distal and proximal retinas (Fig. 1C and figs. S6 to S8), with light from off-axis sources best focused within the proximal retina (Fig. 4C). Further simulations of light from point sources across the eye’s field of view (which subtends a full angle of ~120°) predict that images would be formed in a region of the distal retina viewing the upper visual field, whereas the proximal retina would have a better view of the lower visual field (Fig. 4D and fig. S10B). The best image formed on the proximal retina is at the periphery of the field of view (yellow spot, Fig. 4D), whereas the best image on the distal retina is formed just above the central field of view (red spot, Fig. 4D). Two-dimensional ray-tracing calculations (fig. S5) performed on a profile of the mirror from a fresh scallop eye (20) show that as the angle of incidence increases, the position of the focal point above the surface of the mirror changes. Whereas light is initially focused at the height of the distal retina (from 0° to 20°; figs. S7 and S8), the focal point moves progressively toward the lower proximal retina at higher incidence angles (40° to 60°). Although both retinas suffer from obvious spherical aberration and astigmatism (primarily resulting from the irregular curvature of the mirror), different regions on both retinas obtain angular resolutions of ~5° (25, 26) (Fig. 4, D and E, and figs. S9 and S11). The nonspherical symmetry and tilt of the mirror produce more complex vision than was previously imagined: A simple on-axis, spherical mirror would not result in opposite sides of the visual field being focused as distinctly separate images at different heights above the mirror.

The direct consequence of the complex 3D morphology of the eye is that images are formed on both the distal and proximal retinas. Previous studies (27, 28) showed that the distal retina responds to relatively dark, moving features, triggering defense or escape reflexes. Yet the role of the underlying, larger proximal retina remained enigmatic (3, 8). The best-resolved image formed on the proximal retina is at the periphery of the visual field (extending ~30° to ~50° away from the visual axis). We suggest that the scallop’s well-focused peripheral vision could provide useful information to control and guide its movement while swimming with jet propulsion or to assess static features of its habitat (3, 8). Electrophysiology studies (31) determined that the proximal retina responded more slowly, but was considerably more sensitive, than the distal retina. We find that light focused onto the periphery of the eye (fig. S10) is substantially less intense than on-axis light, suggesting that the light-sensitive proximal retina is adapted for transduction when poorly illuminated. The task-specific functions of the scallop’s distal and proximal retinas are reminiscent of the specialized retinal regions that occur in other animals, such as the dorsal rim areas used by insects for polarization detection (32) or the tiered photoreceptor layers in the midband rows used by stomatopods for color vision (33). There is also a striking correspondence between the apparent functions of the scallop’s
distal and proximal retinas and the cone and rod cells of mammals. The light-sensitive rod cells of mammals are distributed at the outer edges of the retina and are specialized for peripheral vision in dim light and thus function analogously to the photoreceptors of the scallop’s proximal retina. Mammalian cone cells located at the center of the retina are relatively less sensitive and respond rapidly to visual changes, functioning analogously to the distal retina of the scallop. Although multilayered retinas have infrequently been observed in other animals (34–36), in these cases, they are used to enhance light sensitivity or act as spectral filters (37). In contrast, in the scallop, the upper and lower parts of the retina seem to be specialized for discriminating different fields of view. Thus, at the highest hierarchical level of organization, the complex 3D shape of the scallop eye mirror appears to be controlled to focus light from a broad field of view onto two retinas placed at different heights above its surface.

What benefit does the scallop receive by having up to 200 eyes located on the periphery of its semi-circular mantle, spanning ~250°? Ray tracing reveals that the images formed on both retinas of one eye vary substantially in focal quality across their visual fields. Interestingly, the optic nerves from nearly all of the eyes project on to the lateral lobes of the parieto-visceral ganglion (PVG). We speculate that neural processing in the PVG can combine the visual information from the...
substantially overlapping and differently focused views from multiple eyes, allowing the scallop to improve visual acuity relative to the isolated eye and potentially to determine the depth of features in the environment. This would offset the drawback of limited areas of well-focused vision in individual eyes.

The crystal morphology, multilayer structure, and 3D shape of the scallop’s eye mirror are finely controlled to produce functional images on its two retinas. Understanding the strategies that organisms use to control crystal morphology and arrangement for complex optical functions paves the way for the construction of novel bio-inspired optical devices (39, 40). In particular, the resemblance of the scallop’s tiled, off-axis mirror to the segmented mirrors of reflecting telescopes provides inspiration for the development of compact, wide-field imaging devices derived from this unusual form of biological optics.
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Fine-tuned for image formation

We typically think of eyes as having one or more lenses for focusing incoming light onto a surface such as our retina. However, light can also be focused using arrays of mirrors, as is commonly done in telescopes. A biological example of this is the scallop, which can have up to 200 reflecting eyes that focus light onto two retinas. Palmer et al. find that spatial vision in the scallop is achieved through precise control of the size, shape, and packing density of the tiles of guanine that together make up an image-forming mirror at the back of each of the eyes. Science, this issue p. 1172